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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In 1917, as a part of their successful military coup in Petrograd, the Bolsheviks famously made sure

to, =rst and foremost, take control of the railway stations, the bridges, the postal o@ce, the

telephone service, and the telegraph. Taking over the communications was a critical piece of the

coup.

As a Soviet kid learning history at school, I had that statement (“postal o@ce, telephone,

telegraph”) practically drilled into my head. It was supposed to demonstrate the genius strategic

thinking of the Bolsheviks.

The point about taking over the communications came to my mind the other day when I was trying

to send a private email, from my own domain, and it just wouldn’t even send because my server

perceived it as “spam.” I had to make a few guesses and edit the text of the email in order for the

server allow it to go through.

We already know that Google censors their incoming Gmail email as well as their Google Drive. And

many of us have been dealing with our private emails from “politically incorrect” domains getting

rejected by recipient servers, occasionally disappearing without trace, etc.

But the outgoing mail on my own domain (it’s a small hosting company, not any of those giants)? I

thought it was crazy. It was a private email, not a newsletter, not a “BCC,” just a regular private email

that I wrote in response to something a reader had sent. And it wasn’t rejected by the recipient — it

was rejected by my own hosting company’s mail server! How crazy is that?

It wasn’t an isolated occasion, either. Recently, it started happening more often, sometimes, a

couple of times a day. And I want to discuss it now, while censoring private communications still a

nascent trend. It is important to be aware of this trend to and object to it in real time, or else we’ll

end up living with it, which can barely be called “life.”

In my case, to =gure out the issue, I wrote to my hosting company, and the explanation that I got

from the technical team was that the server automatically assigns a “spam score” to each outgoing

email — and if the score is high, the server won’t send it so as not to compromise the hosting

company’s reputation and not to land them on the “spammer” list.

“These security rules are crucial to ensure that compromised email accounts from you or

any of the other users sharing the mail server are not sending spam (or mail that is

interpreted as spam by the recipients system) which will get the mail server on an RBL /

Reputation list resulting in none of your email being accepted.”

“This means either there is an issue with the speciAc syntax or content of the email you are

sending or there is something within your system environment (old software, excessive

links in signature, virus, attachment mime type, link to phishing or malware site, connecting

IP is on an RBL or Reputation list and any of these factors could increase the spam score of

the email you are attempting to send causing it to be refused.”

“These systems are automated and work very reliably but there can always be an edge

case where an email you think should go through will still trigger the Alter due to the total

score of the email.”

What a fascinating domino effect! And what a way to inSuence people’s thought! I, a sovereign

citizen, had to paraphrase my private email (that, by the way, didn’t contain anything particularly

outrageous in the =rst place but it shouldn’t even matter) in order for me to have the “privilege” of

actually sending it.

Siri, what does this do to the neuronal pathways of the people who are forced to even privately talk

in ways that please robots? And, Siri, do you know who controls the algorithm? And what will

happen if the centrally managed “outgoing mail” algorithm starts banning certain medical

information in private communications? Or Sirting? Or swearing? Or any contrarian discussions

about “climate”? Or anything else?

The In2uence of Big Tech Algorithms on Journalism

I remember how it started — or rather, continued — in the media back in the day, in addition to the

separate topic of direct media in>uence by the alphabets, which is also a thing. When Google and

Facebook became the dominant dispatchers of tra@c and the self-appointed kings of “page views,”

writing in a “SEO-friendly” manner became a must if you worked in journalism.

If you worked for a media outlet, you couldn’t just pour your heart out and write like a normal human

being. You had write both for the people and for the robots. You had to write as if a robot has

possessed you, or else your story would get no views. And it’s not such a hard skill to learn but after

you do it for some time, it eats your soul.

To add insult to injury, both tra@c kings, Google and Facebook, kept changing their algorithms

randomly — and the journalists had to keep up in order to ensure that their companies stayed aSoat,

and they kept their jobs.

And yet, by the extra crazy “new normal” standards of 2022, “back in the day” wasn’t even a bad

time! At least we could more or less say things we thought. No, not all things, of course — but most

things. Wow, that says something about where we are right now.

“The Healthy Apologize to the Sick”

A couple of years before COVID showed up, I wrote this innocent poem and also this, by today’s

standards, very timid, warning against social media censorship. At the time, I was looking at the

trends and worried that we would be rendered helpless by the algorithm, and driven increasingly

crazy by irrational rules impacting our sanity and our ability to eat.

Back then, criticizing Big Tech was a lonely and unpopular affair — but booooy, did all the warming

come true in the past three years — and more!

The healthy apologize to the sick,

The ones with a heart

Dance for the robots.

What is this?

Certainly, not the world I live in,

No.
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Censorship of Private Texts: The T-Mobile Claim

In 2022, the news about social media censorship is no longer news. But how about the censorship

of what we say to each privately, via traditionally “uncensored” media like text messages or email?

Here is Wired article from 2018 that looks at a legal case in which T-Mobile claimed that they had

the right to use discretion over a particular kind of text messages:

“T-Mobile told a federal judge Wednesday it may pick and choose which text messages to

deliver on its network in a case weighing whether wireless carriers have the same "must

carry" obligations as wire-line telephone providers.”

“The Bellevue, Washington-based wireless service is being sued by a texting service

claiming T-Mobile stopped servicing its ‘short code’ clients after it signed up a California

medical marijuana dispensary. In a court Aling, T-Mobile said it had the right to pre-approve

EZ Texting's clientele, which it said the New York-based texting service failed to submit for

approval.”

“T-Mobile, the company wrote in a !ling (.pdf) in New York federal court, ‘has discretion to

require pre-approval for any short-code marketing campaigns run on its network, and to

enforce its guidelines by terminating programs for which a content provider failed to obtain

the necessary approval.’”

“’Such approval is necessary, T-Mobile added, ‘to protect the carrier and its customers from

potentially illegal, fraudulent, or offensive marketing campaigns conducted on its network.’

It's the Arst federal case testing whether wireless providers may block text messages they

don't like.”

According to JUSTIA, the most recent update on the case is that “the plaintiff(s) and or their

counsel(s), hereby give notice that the above-captioned action is voluntarily dismissed.” Was the

precedent set?

“Fact — Checking” Our Private Text Messages

Most recently, in July 2021, Politico reported a call for censoring private text messages, causing an

uproar:

“Biden allied groups, including the Democratic National Committee, are also planning to

engage fact-checkers more aggressively and work with SMS carriers to dispel

misinformation about vaccines that is sent over social media and text messages

[emphasis mine].

The goal is to ensure that people who may have diWculty getting a vaccination because of

issues like transportation see those barriers lessened or removed entirely.”

“’We are steadfastly committed to keeping politics out of the effort to get every American

vaccinated so that we can save lives and help our economy further recover,” White House

spokesperson Kevin Munoz said. “When we see deliberate efforts to spread

misinformation, we view that as an impediment to the country’s public health and will not

shy away from calling that out.”

It seems it didn’t go very far, and a year after that outrageous claim, we can still text more or less

freely (thank you, dear masters, you are very kind).

But I think that censoring our private communications is where it is going — and fast — unless we

object to all censorship in real time, and keep objecting to it loud and clear, now and until it goes

away. Life under the “new normal” isn’t fun.

About the Author

To =nd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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"GOVERNMENT CAN TAKE YOUR LIFE OR LIBERTY". We are in a world where private media companies are using encryption software

for data sent through their services, and these companies and intelligence services can ultimately monitor their content. The mass

man is more malleable in a rigged media structure and cannot have an informed opinion on something if he is not given all the facts, if

he only gets one side of the issue, he cannot hope to make the best decision about whether or not he wants to. support or oppose him.

That is exactly what happens to hundreds of millions of social media users every day. His new feeds are being manipulated, controlled,

by political information *** on the world's most popular technology and social media platforms like Facebook and Google.

These companies are promoting the interests of the government and consequently of the globalist elite who want to impose their

mandates. Earlier, White House political adviser Steve Bannon began calling for Google Facebook to be put under government

regulation to ensure they no longer taint their news with overtly liberal points. Everything to regulate freedom of expression.

theintercept.com/2017/07/27/steve-bannon-wants-facebook-and-google-reg..
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Leaked government documents reveal that US government o@cials have access to a special portal through which they can

directly Sag Facebook and Instagram posts and request that the posts be "throttled or deleted," The Intercept reported. Internal

public memos, emails, and documents from the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) describe "an expansive effort" by

DHS to inSuence technology platforms. Remember that the director of the Joe Biden Government's Disinformation Governance

Board, Nina Jankowicz, proposed having the possibility of editing other people's tweets to add information or what she

described as "context".

She explained that it would be the veri=ed accounts that could edit the messages posted on the social network by other users.

Mark Crispin Miller, Ph.D., a professor of Media, Culture and Communication at New York University, told The Defender that

collusion between the US government and media companies to censor US citizens It is nothing new, but it has become a

“catastrophic trend”. According to a draft of DHS's Quadrennial Homeland Security Review, obtained by The Intercept, the

department plans to target "inaccurate information" on a variety of topics, including "the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic and

the effectiveness of COVID-19”.

vaccines, racial justice, US withdrawal from Afghanistan, and the nature of US support for Ukraine." According to Malone,

Americans for the past three years have been subjected to "military-grade information warfare, capability, and technology that

was designed for our opponents for military warfare outside the US, which has turned against the citizens." Americans".

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/homeland-security-social-media-cen..  (02/11/2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-podcast-robert-malone-lies-..  (12/20/2022)
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How much more proof is needed to prove Arti=cial Intelligence is here, been here, and has gone way beyond too far?
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Recently, I found my Mozilla Firefox browser quietly using DNS over HTTP, called DoH by internet gurus, which forwarded your

computer's request for information to the CloudSare servers. They privately collect data on your DNS lookups. Without the

correct DNS data, NO ONE can use the internet properly. CloudSare can forward those logs to whoever (and probably does). And

add to all this, CloudSare's COO is calling for "digital citizenship" or DQ. (ephemism for social score to govern your privileges for

social or internet interactions) for everyone on the planet.
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In January 2021, I uploaded a pdf document to Microsoft Drive that included all the cases of adverse effects and deaths following the

cowID vaccination up to that date. It was the "o@cial" list from the CDC. I posted a link to that document on one of my blogs. I checked

that post a few months ago and found that the pdf was deleted from Microsoft Drive...
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Google has been known to do similar things
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Dr Mercola  should write  books containning all  important knowledge for self help  written in his web I dont believe they will censor

 books .....
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Is Censorship of Private Communications the “New Normal”?
Analysis by Tessa Lena

Censorship of private communications is knocking on the door, and the =rst signs are here&

Companies like Google are known for censoring incoming email and their cloud storage, too&

New development: Outgoing private email not related to Google may have to pass the

blackbox “spam” check before it can be sent

&

In a 2018 lawsuit, T-Mobile claimed their right to use “discretion” over certain types of SMS

communication over their networks

&

In 2021, Biden allied groups, including the DNC, said that they “planned to engage fact-checkers more aggressively and work with SMS carriers to

dispel misinformation about vaccines that is sent over social media and text messages”

&

Watch on

A man lives in a society where citizens police each other with their mobile phones. | Utopia
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For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness

suppress the truth. [Romans 1:18]
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There is no conspiracy too big or too out there anymore. Almost any idea involving govt malfeasance is worthy of a hearing before

dismissing it as, "they would never do that." After the past couple of years, the number of things that =t that description is vanishingly

small. At this point, Edward Snowden is practically an oracle, having warned of the govt spying on its citizens. These agencies have

since gone much further than simply spying. They're now embedded in media, technology, and probably every organization of

signi=cance, pushing narratives and dictating what quali=es as wrong think.

Do you recall being taught that this sort of thing is a fundamental element of democracy? Do you recall hearing that things like

"misinformation" or "hate speech" should be policed by unelected bureaucrats who think we work for them? Those should be rhetorical

questions, yet the tactics are actively pushed by the very people who most loudly scream about "muh democracy." We live under the

illusion of freedom where adults are paralyzed by the thought of offending some child in college by exposing them to ideas not before

heard.

Idiocracy is being produced in real-time, with our cooperation. The sad part is that Millennials and people younger will go along with

this because they have no frame of reference to see that this is wrong. We don't teach history anymore, only that America and Western

Civ as a whole are the worst things to ever atict humanity. These people have no concept of freedom beyond being able to smoke

weed and get an abortion whenever they like.
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Signal, Proton, Brave, and a VPN are all a good start on the road back to privacy over convenience
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Yup. I have Brave and Proton, but with the VPN I was denied access to MANY sites, such as Lowes, where I just wanted to

purchase something. I had to give up on the VPN. Apparently VPNs make you look like a bot (that is a guess.) I also have gmail,

but the private stuff is mostly on Proton. I =gure that "they" can decipher Proton if "they" want to, If nothing else, install

something on my computer that records what I type. And yes, that is entirely possible. If you think it isn't, you are naive.
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Yeah Lowe's, and other sites, do block VPN but sometimes all you need to do is switch to a different region. Wish someone

would come up with a way around that, but unfortunately spammers and such use VPNs too.
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The only reason for the right of free speech to exist is to protect a person who says things that are not politically correct. What is

government afraid of?
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We all should be saying things that aren't politically correct.
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"What is government afraid of?" IMO - Truthfulness. Consider the question Americans should be asking is not whether to raise

the debt ceiling, but rather why the Federal Government, which is authorized by the Constitution to create and issue interest-free

money, instead borrows that money at interest from a privately-owned central bank? Which in doing so, plunges present/future

generations of Americans into debt-slavery to that of the central bank. Lincoln issued the "Greenback" during the Civil War. JFK

via Executive Order 11110 gave the US the ablity to create its own currency backed by silver. Follow the money. "The Last Real

American Dollar" 12.15.2009 www.orwelltoday.com/jfkdollaramerican.shtml
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government is afraid that it might no longer govern.
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website_reader... possibly heads on pikes?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2023 3:29:51 PM
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goatherd0
Joined On 9/28/2017 6:04:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My personal email has been censored. Unable to send Mercola or other related emails to my friends or family. Called my servers

trouble shooter and they did want to know about it. Gee why is that.
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The past 2 weeks my linux system has come under severe attack including DDOS attacks. A friend is experiencing the same type of

digital conSicts. I tried using ProtonVPN, only to discover all the social media blocks, but worse, the US govt is starting to block. I ran

all 93 VPN addresses past the USGS HVO website, CloudSare blocked them all. I found my Comcast X=nity cable/modem/router

quietly routing my computer requests via their own DNS servers back in New Jersey. Google/Facebook/LinkedIn started trying to force

2 factor authentication and even tried to get me to use my Iphone to verify (thus connecting my computers to my iphone identities)

Companies have quietly logged your IP whenever you login, and matching that IP to your login IP, and if they don't match, you get the

boot.

The worst one I encountered was when WIX blocked me from =xing my own website by inserting a IP-node lock hex tag into the

trouble ticket they gave me to use. This is insiduous! Censorship IS being forced upon the common man whether we like it or not.

Then take the search engines. I deliberately asked Google and MS-Bing to spider crawl and meta-index my website and they dutifully

reported that they did. But google clamped down on the indexed data and has further made this site disappear. I was surprised

yesterday to see that Yahoo had grabbed the meta-data from Google.

Wow, search engine companies working together!! I did a deliberate search term lookup on 13 search engines, it was a stunning =nd.

They are content =ltering and providing "relevant content" not direct linear search. The only honest search engine I found was Yandex,

the Russian one, imagine that!!! Brave was the absolute worst, then DuckDuckGo then Google then others. It was disturbing to me to

realize that the search engines are deciding what you can and cannot know and furthermore they are introducing a skew or bias into

your head according to their agenda - CENSORSHIP AND PROPAGANDA!
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The greatest censorship we have to deal with is a result of self-censorship
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a person with computer knowledge over 41 years, the only way to protect one's self against powerful government agencies is to

spread your computer over multiple units buried in places that no one thinks to look for. That also means avoiding WIndows of any

kind. It generally means everything must =t on a large usb stick and must be based in a code no one else can understand. The trick

being to set off a virus that erases everything if the right code is not entered =rst into the machine as part of the operating system

itself. I know only a very few people capable of doing anything like this and I am not one of those people.

The past use of bulletin boards was far less controllable than the current internet. The use of passwords no longer have any security

against the competent programmers out there. At one point, a private unix based operating system was fairly secure. Ubuntu changed

much of this. Triggers that shut the machine down were also effective at one point in time. In the process of shutting down it erased

the drive it was on. Some people put together a linux system that used a usb stick as the operating system and only put data

encrypted on a hard drive. The problem today is the government is owned by a third party system of corporations and the drug

industry is a large part of that owning.

The real question is who owns the third party system of corporations and what are their intentions toward the rest of us? I predict they

will attack the shipping industry with an increase in the cost of fuel that shuts it all down and it will take about 3 days before all the

supplies run out in local stores. That means every vehicle in this country will not operate without a continuing supply of fuel. It is a

matter of the entire country going south in a really big hurry if I have guessed right. I just hope I am wrong.
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DJWEBBSR
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We have become a nation similar to, but slightly different than the world communist regimes. Our version of the KGB, may in fact be

the FBI! We do have a weakened taboo of nudity. Except if you are visited by this organization. They are known to use excessive force

and capture people and put them in cars in their underclothes. The legal system is based on money spent for lawyers. Meaning if you

are an average citizen you do not have the resources to =ght in a court of law against any of them. I think it is only a matter of time

before they take all of Dr. Mercola's computers into this twilight zone where nothing is actually every recovered and damages sought

against any agency that comes into your home are actually approved by a court of law.

In my opinion only, the courts are owned by the government. As such, they have in=nite resources just like communist China and

Russia against their own citizens. Only when public opinion goes seriously against their policies does anything change. The public

remembers things for approximately 3 days. They depend on that forgetting as they move. The exception? It is when something

directly effects a large number of people reminding them daily of what has been done. In the past, that makes government back off

fast. In today's world, they ignore public opinion.

Even when it directly inSuences people's health as in the case of many VIP people dying after taking the booster shots. Money being

the key inSuence to make that happen. In that ignoring is the real danger. No one gave much thought to this in the past. The notorious

case of a Godfather arrested comes to mind. The man wanted to be in jail! It took them over 90 million dollars to put him there. He was

dying of cancer at the time. The government made a deal with his son. They did not honor that deal later on. We are dealing with a

bunch of lying o@cials in government. There is no way to win when the courts upheld lying.
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Google controls 85% or more of the intellectual content on the internet. They also know that the average person only scans the

=rst page and about 1/4 to 1/2 of the second page and Google has utilized this fact to subconsciously introduce a bias into the

average person and skew the whole planet a certain direction. Whoever controls knowledge, controls the world and Google

learned this early!
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Everyone, that means everyone, needs to get a ham radio license and equipment while they still can.
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You can encrypt with an "exclusive OR" technology. Then the actual message reads different for different readers. If you take it a step

further which was done in the 1990s, you can encrypt so that no can tell whether the message was actually decrypted, because the

message reads differently based on the relationship between the sender and receiver. The method isn't used that much, because it

doubles the bandwidth of the message. But, if it is needed, it is a way of sending private messages that everyone can read, but they

read completely different messages. It is simple digital logic.
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Galeforce
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This is why more and more people are using different media, like Signal, Telegram, Whatsapp (not sure it is NOT censored) and others.
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Is Whatsapp not owned by Google?
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Whatsapp is owned by Facebook and should be avoided
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Signal, Telegram and Whatsapp are all compromised. When Signal or Telegram pushes "your friend" into a chat channel "for

you", whose name I have told NO ONE, audibly or electronically, or that I haven't seen that person in 40 years, then you know

someone somewhere has the BIG list (your pro=le, quite complete!) I was quite shocked when this happened, but clearly the

data was accurate. I have only 2 messaging apps I trust, Telegard and Threema which use point-to-point encryption.
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Makes a person wonder. Will they "decide" that "post o@ce letters" are "fair game"? They do that in jail, you know. People think

"Facebook jail" is being given a "timeout" where they are not allowed to post due to something said. That is not quite accurate. Jail is

any system in which one's words are monitored by prison staff ~ to determine what you may or may not read or write in the =rst place.
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The decision to censor post o@ce letters has already been decided. My missionary friend went to pickup her letters and found

them already opened. Apparently we are the small ones and the more important ones run everything? Just a thought.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Do people understand how much power google wields? First of all; they are utilizing Quantum Computing. You will see the same

disgusting rhetoric in this article...=x "climate change", feed the hungry, blah, blah, blah! --

www.theverge.com/2021/5/19/22443453/google-quantum-computer-2029-decad..  --- Have you noticed that youtube no longer

registers "Thumbs Down" on the videos - only "Thumbs Up"? Are you aware that if you criticise a video and call the author an "idiot", for

example - an alert will pop up asking you if you're sure you want to say that! Does this sound like "Free Speech" to you? What about the

banner that's below any and every video that has anything to do with "covid", "climate change", etc., offering you "trustworthy

'information'" on the subject! This is no different than the "Fact Checkers". We're not that far from total censorship, people!
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website_reader
Joined On 7/30/2020 3:55:44 PM
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I caught facebook live using AI to actually read in real-time the message I was typing into my post. Before 1/2 of my message

was completed, suddenly Facebook popped up a notice saying "Fact checked, your message contains misinformation" Then I

knew that everyone's messages on Facebook are autochecked by AI in real time and prioritized. I actually was posting

information from the NIH Pubmed server with a medical paper on certain vaccines causing immune system breakdown, but that

didn't stop Facebook at all. These social media companies have Petabytes of information on us. When I heard that phone

recording stating "This call is being recorded for quality purposes" when I called my bank after 9/11, I knew that all Americans

were screwed.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks for the reply, Reader. "Data is the new gold!"; and I have to assume, that means ALL data! I actually signed up for

FAKEBOOK, years ago. That is as far as it went. I haven't posted anything on there and I don't even go there to read anything. I

have no use for Social Engineering. I have no doubt that they are aware of every stroke of your keyboard.
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johnpaulomalley
Joined On 11/5/2020 10:26:13 AM
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Extrapolating into the future: You type an email and click Send. In less than a second, their Arti=cial Intelligence (AI) Program reviews

your email for compliance with their Community Guidelines. You receive notice your email does not comply with their Community

Guidelines which are designed to improve the community experience and create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over

interests and passions. Your email account is deleted. Your contacts and everything in your inbox are gone. Your Social Credit Score

and Credit Score are damaged. Will you =nd it di@cult to get a job? You are talking on your cell phone.

AI with voice to text software reviews your conversation for compliance with their Community Guidelines. The AI determines your

conversation does not align with their Community Guidelines which are designed foster productive and respectful conversations. You

receive a computerized voice message to notify you that your cell phone account is deleted. Your contacts and everything else are

gone. And you may be =red from your job. Future technology can enable them to monitor your thinking via brain scan technology. You

receive an unwanted message in your head that your thoughts do not align with their Community Guidelines.

In a thinking society there is debate and dissent. Is it a tyranny where dissenters are put in jail? Is it a tyranny where dissenters lose

their jobs? Is it a tyranny where dissenters are censored? Is it a tyranny where people will not tell you what they think or who they vote

out of fear of being punished for offending someone? If most people think in words, can there be freedom of thought without freedom

of speech? Can we create solutions to our problems without freedom of thought? What right does anyone have to control what you are

allowed to think? Who has the right to control what you are allowed to think?
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COX CABLE DOES IT NOW WITH THEIR FREE EMAIL SERVICE!!! During the early days of the Plan-demic (2020) COX would not forward

emails and links that were critical of Covid 1984 or the "died suddenly" clot-shot. Can't prove it but my experiences tell me that

"everything is rigged", "everything is censored", WE ARE LIVING 1984 NOW.
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That’s the best movie short I’ve seen in awhile. Funny yet so tragic.
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What is SMS ?
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Secure Messaging Service I think
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A standard text message.
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texting
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Secure? I think not.
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